‘Inner Peace Outer Abundance’ by Kim
Ha Campbell – new book maps clearest
routes to your business sense and your
dreams
ATLANTA, Ga., Sept. 12, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Live Life Ventures and
Dog Ear Publishing announce the release of “Inner Peace Outer Abundance”
(ISBN: 978-1457556531) by Kim Ha Campbell is available internationally today,
Sept. 12, 2017. “Inner Peace Outer Abundance” is delivering the best steps
and mapping the clearest routes to help yourself, your business sense, and
your dreams.

The book has been published simultaneously in Paperback (202 pages, $12.95)
an eBook edition (ISBN: 978-1457556531, $4.99) and a hardcover edition (ISBN:
978-1457557798, $24.95).
From The BEACH Success System to discussing how she broke through her fears
to live a loving life filled with happiness, fun, and abundance, Kim Ha
Campbell leads by following her own message. “Inner Peace Outer Abundance”
serves as a guide suited for every person, in every situation, at any stage

in their life.
Campbell explains “The BEACH Success System is a process to be used over and
over again. It’s not a one-time exercise.” This system that she has applied
to the book is also the same system she applies to her life every day.
Kim Ha Campbell simultaneously teaches her readers as she helps them learn
how to teach themselves to create and connect with the Inner Peace and Outer
Abundance that is possible for every single person.
Breaking through your fears while creating the peace and abundance to live
the life of your dreams is the underlying goal of the book and Kim’s
movement, titled The IPOA Movement.
Campbell explains to her readers, “This book shares my journey of how I was
able to achieve Inner Peace Outer Abundance for myself and how The BEACH
Success System can help others to do the same.”

About the Author:
Motivational, Informational & Inspirational Speaker & Trainer Kim Ha Campbell
mixes authenticity with authority, as she showcases proof of concept examples
through real life experiences. This allows her to deliver motivation and
inspiration with applicable information that can benefit the widest array of
people and the most extensive array of dreams.

For more information about Kim Ha Campbell, visit: http://kimhacampbell.com/
For more information about “Inner Peace Outer Abundance” visit:
http://innerpeaceouterabundance.com/
Facebook: https://facebook.com/kimhacampbellipoa/
Dog Ear Publishing (https://www.dogearpublishing.net/) is an Indianapolis
based publisher.
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